Nordic-Meeting 2002 - Hillerød (DK) - minutes

Representatives participated: Jørn Christoffersen (DK), Riku Riikonen (FIN), Rune Johansen (NOR),
Christian Hedlund (SWE), Sten-Åke Sundkvist (SWE)
Distribution to: Participants, chairmen & Federations of: Denmark, Finland, Norway, Sweden,

Subject: Minutes of the Nordic Meeting on Saturday February 16th 2002 in Hillerød (DK)
during the NC 2002 UWR
2. International Referees
The present situation of available numbers of International Referees was discussed.
Numbers of International Referees: DK 1, SWE 3 (+2), NOR 3, FIN 4 (+1).
(= coming up)

3. Organisers for the Champions Cup in 2002
PI Dyk, Copenhagen will host this year’s competition in the autumn 2002 (Planning
23.-24. November. Invitations and information will be sent to the chairmen during the
spring.

4. Organisers for the W.C. 2003
The situation on ”cost”-structure was discussed. The Danish federation still haven’t
applied for the Tournament according to this problem. Denmark is going to apply
under the terms of only paying for 1 CMAS representative.

5. CMAS FEE
Rune Johansen presented the proposal for changing the “RED BOOKLET” according
“Enrolment/ Entrance Fees”, which had been discussed on Nordic Meeting by the
National Federations, and is planning to be sent to the UWR Commission.

6. Youth championships 2002
Sweden confirmed that they will organize the Tournament this year, and will be held
16.- 17. of November

7. UWR Commission
The situation of the UWR-Commission was discussed. At present there is no
President, since Wolfgang Bobon has retired early. Søren Neubert, DK is searching
the situation on running the Commission without a President
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8. Questionnaire Danish female team
Jørn Christoffersen informed about the situation of the Danish female team, since they
weren’t participating in this years Tournament. Rune replied that in Norway all
decisions concerning UWR were taken by the UWR-Committee without the National
borders interference.
The situation of female UWR was discussed. The participants informed about the
numbers of female players and club teams in each country. All countries had only 1 –
2 pure female teams, while the rest in their tournaments are mixed teams form
different areas/clubs.
The conclusion of the discussion was that all National borders should sent the Danish
border critics of the situation.
9. Playing Schedule for the next Nordic Championship.
Sweden confirmed that they would organize the NC 2003 in the area of Stockholm
15.-16. February .
Since this years tournament were played with alternative schedule, it was decided to
use last years drawing.
Men:
A. Norway
B. Denmark
C. Sweden
D. Finland
Women:
A. Norway
B. Sweden
C. Denmark
D. Finland
10. Comments on NM 2002
Rune pointed that the schedule were made up wrong, since it didn’t follow last years
drawing. He also complained that it was sent out to late, which made it difficult to
plan the travelling. It was decided that the organizers should be aware of starting hours
for the Schedule, which shouldn’t be started before 12.00
Christian pointed that the playing area should be marked with “lines” on the bottom.
11. Next meeting
The next meeting will be held on 15. February 2003 during NC in Sweden.
12. Conclusion
Jørn Christoffersen thanked everyone for their input and a good meeting.
Copenhagen, April 10 2002

Jørn Christoffersen,
Chairman Danish UWR
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